
It 's  all  about the people

TEAM BUILDING



Stephen Covey

Interdependent people combine
their own efforts with the
efforts of others to achieve
their great success.



Team Tactics was founded in 1996: our vision is to create stimulating
experiences for our clients through many types of team building events,
be it wonderfully creative indoor events, thrilling outdoor events or an
innovative bespoke event to fit our client’s requirements. Our events can
be for a range of audiences, whether a group of adventurous staff or of
senior business executives who want to extend an evening’s dinner. 

TEAM BUILDING
TEAM TACTICS

Our team building events are selected to
provide top class entertainment by using
only the best equipment and run by
experienced professionals, ranging from
authentic Maori tribesmen to
experienced West-End performers. All
Team Tactics team building events have
full event management and facilitation
and are covered by our public liability
insurance of £5 million.

We have over 20 years of experience,
allowing us to tailor almost any event to
match a client’s specific requirement,
whether as a stand-alone event with a
lunch or dinner, or as a conference
energiser. Furthermore, we can suit a
particular theme to a client’s event,
whether it’s to communicate an
organisational objective or reinforce
organisational values, all the while having
fantastic fun!

YOU'RE IN
GOOD HANDS



TEAM BUILDING
INDOOR

Team Tactics are proud to offer
an innovative selection of indoor
team building activities that are
perfect whether as a dedicated
events day or combined with a
conference. We can tailor our
events to suit your objectives and
requirements, whilst
endeavouring to propose unique
and alternative suggestions for
corporate team building events.
Team Tactics will arrange for the
transportation of our experts and
all the equipment necessary to a
chosen venue, as well as
setting up the activities prior to
your guests’ arrival.

We have a plethora of
invigorating rhythmic and musical
events, encouraging group
participation and creativity. Or if
the objective is more than fun
our Around The World In 90
Minutes, Bigger Picture and Beat
the Clock promote leadership,
communication and bring teams
together to create solutions. We
also have our sophisticated Ice
Carving, Wine Challenge and
Japanese Sushi Cooking activities
that will surely engage guests.



THE BIGGER PICTURE

Our ‘The Bigger Picture’ provides an excellent
teamwork and communication forum for the entire
group. Drawing on the delegates’ conceptual and
spatial talents, this high-quality, fun exercise requires
small teams to work independently to collectively
recreate a work of art – or bespoke design to your
specification – from limited information. Each team is
then given a miniaturised piece of the artwork from
which they will produce their contribution to the
finished project. This event is ideal for clients looking
to incorporate a specific message.

BEAT THE CLOCK

‘Beat The Clock’ is a fun, competitive and
extremely high-energy event, and incorporates
over 150 different mini challenges where teams
are competing against the clock in order to get
the most points. With ‘Beat the Clock’ there is a
role for everyone in your team – creative,
technical, mental, sensory, problem-solving,
general knowledge and physical tasks.
Meanwhile, at the front of the room the big
screen showing the digital clock keeps ticking
down and the totals on the live scoreboard keep
going up.

Duration: 1 - 3 hours ~ Guests: 10 - 500

Certainly a unique and alternative event, ‘Ice
Carving' is a great talking point for any conference or
meeting. Our Ice Carving event has guests buzzing
with excitement and enthusiasm. Our professional
ice carving instructors will demonstrate and guide
participants through the skills and techniques
required to create their very own ice sculpture. This
event is great fun, as everyone is encouraged to take
part and take pride in their magnificent work! As an
optional extra we can personalise the sculpture for
your event and add an extra element of excitement.

ICE CARVING

Duration: 1 - 3 hours ~ Guests: 30 - 90

Duration: Approx. 1 hour ~ Guests: 10 - 200



WINE TASTING CHALLENGE

Team Tactics' ‘Wine Tasting
Challenge’ is a friendly,
entertaining and enjoyable wine
tasting event that can be
organised for almost any kind of
corporate event, particularly prior
to dinner, whose audience has an
interest in wines. An expert
sommelier will welcome guests
with a Champagne reception and
conduct the event.
Our sommelier has worked with
Team Tactics for 12 years running
corporate wine tasting events.
Each team will be provided with a
personalised tasting sheet in the
form of a multiple choice
questionnaire – sometimes a little
help is given, sometimes some
curved balls are thrown in to
maintain the competitiveness and
enthusiasm for the evening!

Duration: Approx. 2 hours ~ Guests: 10 - 200

With over 17 years’ experience, Team Tactics
remains the frontrunner in hosting corporate
cooking events. We understand the corporate
market and what companies look to achieve out of a
cooking experience, whether it be a staff team event
or a client networking event. Our Corporate
Cookery events are perfect for a relaxed and
informal day or an evening of client entertainment in
Central London, providing guests with ample time to
network, as well as work together and put their
culinary skills to the test (with the help of some of
the world's top chefs!). Try out some of the most
succulent and sizzling recipes designed to add some
zing into your workplace. Why not even throw in a
champagne reception and voila, the perfect VIP
treatment. Bon appetite! 

CORPORATE COOKING
Duration: 1.5 - 2 hours ~ Guests: 10 - 500



THE HAKA

Our traditional, authentic Maori tribesmen will
make a dramatic entrance to your event and
perform the Haka to the delight of your guests!
This traditional and ancient Maori Tribal dance
works well as a powerful conference energiser,
team building activity or purely to have some fun
over the course of a dinner! The participation
brings people together and gives them a shared
experience, all the while having incredible fun.
Guests will also have the opportunity to don
Maori war paint.

DRUM UP THE FUN

Drumming is a powerful team building tool
because when it works, the effect is immediate;
everyone can feel it and hear it. Our ‘Drum up
the Fun’ event is infectious – people just
can’t help but getting involved! Participants’ will
experience exotic instruments such as the
pounding surdo's of Brazil, doumbeks from
ancient Egypt, and ashiko's from the jungles of
Africa. Drumming is fun, but also promotes good
team dynamics, improves communication and
offers a bit of healthy competition.

Duration: 1 - 2 hours ~ Guests: 10 - 500

Led by a team member who has performed in the
West End version of Stomp, our Junk Funk event
is the famous marriage of street dance and
urban percussion, fresh from the streets of New
York. With infectious urban rhythms and high
energy antics we instantly create an infectious
pulsating groove. This event will get everybody
working together towards a common goal with a
fantastic end result. By the end of our roller
coaster ride together of outrageous fun, you
won’t believe how fantastic you all sound!

JUNK FUNK

Duration: 1 - 2 hours ~ Guests: 10 - 2,000

Duration: 1 hour ~ Guests: 10 - 100



ONE VOICE

Welcome to the land of harmony! Participants
work together to produce spine-tingling results in
this exciting workshop based on the TV show Last
Choir Standing. Groups will enjoy a workshop of
harmonies and lyrics to a well-known song and
experience the thrills and spills of working with a
professional vocal coach and using a PA system. A
fabulously uplifting energiser, ideal as part of a
conference, teams will be challenged, energised
and left with a huge sense of achievement. A
professional sound engineer can record this
activity onto a CD or DVD for participants!

Duration: 45 - 90 minutes ~ Guests: 10 - 300

ROBOT WARS

Prepare for the battle of your life! Competitors are welcomed by our Robot Wars host and
expert roboteer – a former UK Robot Wars Champion and are briefed on building their robot.
Then it’s up to them. Teams work together to construct their machines, before adding some
stylish customisation – will you create a mean-looking machine or lure your rivals into a false
sense of security with something cute and fluffy-looking? And don’t forget the all important
weapon. It's then time to enter the arena where battle commences...

Duration: 2.5 - 4 hours ~ Guests: 12 - 200



JAPANESE SUSHI MASTERCLASS

Our ‘Japanese Sushi Master
Class’ is designed to beguile
guests with the mysteries of
Japanese culture, amongst
which the art of making perfect
sushi is the most prized. A
professional Sushi chef gives an
engaging talk on the rich
history of Oriental cooking and
the mastery of Sushi. Guests
will then learn to master the
Sushi making technique from
making Maki, Nigiri, California
rolls and TeMaki, after which
they can sit and enjoy their fine
work! Our expert will fascinate
guests with a talk on the
intricacies of Japanese table
etiquette. This event is perfect
for guests looking for an
alternative night, full of cultural
insights and wonderful
conversation. Guests will
surprise themselves with a
beautiful presentation and
stunning array of various sushi
dishes. For an added
authenticity we can provide
guests with Sake.

Duration: 1.5 - 2 hours ~ Guests: 10 - 40

Imagine everything you could do with your
hands and then add rubber! ‘Clap Happy’ is a
fast, furious and fabulously fun event that is
suitable for either a conference add on or
energiser. Clap Happy raises the group’s energy
levels, leaving everyone on a high, making it
perfect for a quick pick me up! Each delegate
finds a bright coloured pair of washing up gloves
taped under their seat, the different coloured
gloves relate to the different rhythms clapped,
tapped and slapped, in this great motivator.

CLAP HAPPY
Duration: 30 - 45 mins  ~ Guests: 20 - 2,000



GLOBAL MUSIC EXPERIENCE

Our ultimate musical event! This is a high-impact interactive event that focuses on bringing
people together, motivating them, and sharing an experience they will never forget. Using
inspiration from places such as Brazil, Africa, New Zealand, Japan and Asia we will stretch their
creative thinking to capacity. Teams will rotate through 3 or 4 Global Music Zones. Each zone
represents a fusion of drumming, costume, percussion and dance and movement. This event
flows from area to area and builds till we lift the roof off in an unforgettable finale performance.
Included with this event are two professional facilitators per zone, as well as the Haka
performers and vocal coaches. Team Tactics can also arrange for area to be themed to enhance
participants’ experience.

BOOMWHACKERS

‘Boomwhackers’ is a fantastic team building
event or conference add-on that is bound to
keep your delegates on their toes as it allows
participants to work together towards a
‘concerto of philharmonic proportions’.
Everyone has a brightly coloured, tuned
‘Boomwhacker’, that when struck, produces a
note. Building towards a finale where the piece
of music is performed, our group must listen,
react and ensure that all the right notes/colours
are played together at the right time to create
the music of your company. As an optional extra
we can arrange for our Crazy Conductor
(complete with tailcoat and white bow tie) to
conduct the event.

Duration: 2.5 - 3 hours ~ Guests: 20 - 500

Our Circus Skills workshop is a superb team building
activity which enables teams to work together to
create an acrobatic balance or show! Learn a range
of skills including a human pyramid, stilt walking and
trapeze. This activity is available as either a half or a
full day event and is suitable for groups of eight
participants or more.  Workshops can be run at our
superb Central London venue or as a mobile event at
a suitable venue anywhere in the UK. Please contact
us to discuss venue suitability or if you require
assistance finding a venue. 

CIRCUS SKILLS

Duration: 30 - 45 mins ~ Guests: 10 - 200

Duration: 1/2 or full day ~ Guests: 12 - 200



ANIMATION NATION

Create your own animation classic similar to
favourites such as Wallace and Gromit and
Morph with our exciting Animation Nation
event! Using industry-standard equipment and
guided by experienced professionals, including
one of the animators from the Wallace and
Gromit film Curse of the Were-Rabbit, teams will
be taken through the process of creating their
own plasticine characters and bringing them to
life through the magic of animation. Each
participant also keeps their creation at the end
of the event! The animation can be made just for
fun or even as a resource to communicate your
company’s values such as a promotional feature
for your website!

Duration: 3 - 8 hours ~ Guests: 8 - 84

THRILLER
Duration: 2.5 - 3  hours ~ Guests: 20+

Be a part of the ultimate group performance as a tribute to the King of Pop! Participants will
move through two zones. First our resident Pop Choreographer will take them through their
zombie paces as they learn the moves to the Thriller dance. Next, our creative Costume
Designer/Make Up Artist will teach your group how to create that perfect and scary zombie
look. It's then on to your final performance. The question is, will it be spine-tinglingly good, or a
true horror show! Either way, it's guaranteed to be a hilarious event for you and your team.



SCHOOL OF ROCK

Playing in a rock band is something most people
only ever dream about; now with the Team
Tactics 'School of Rock' anyone can live the dream!
Absolutely no musical experience is required in
order to take part, and even the most musically
challenged will be surprised by what can be
achieved. Gradually bands learn how to play
together in rehearsals under the guidance of our
professional instructors. Finally the moment of
truth arrives as the bands don their rock star
outfits and perform their live stage debut!

BUILD A BIKE FOR
CHARITY

'Build A Bike For Charity' offers something
different to participants by combining both the
enjoyment of team building, along with
increasing your social responsibility. Create and
give the perfect gift by improving the life of a
child. There are also options for you and your
team to bring smiles all round by building  a
Wendy House for children to play in.  Your bike
or Wendy House will be given to the charity of
your choice.  

Duration: 3.5 - 5 hours ~ Guests: 10 - 40

Have you been tasked with organising your event
with 'a difference’? It’s all here for you in one
package! Quite simply, we provide the venue
(if required) with its own private courtyard, food
and drink, PLUS entertainment in the form of you
guys getting Hip Hop and learning some funky
graffiti street art! With drink in one hand and spray
paint in the other, we will take you on a journey
through street art and hip hop culture. Then it's
time to learn the art of graffiti from our resident
graffiti artist!

ARTRAGEOUS GRAFFITI

Duration: 2.5 - 3 hours ~ Guests: 21 - 200

Duration: Approx 2.5 hours ~ Guests: 10+



AROUND THE WORLD IN 90 MINUTES

The world under one roof, your
team building event celebrations
under one roof! This unique indoor
virtual treasure hunt can be set
within various locations around the
UK, transformed into the nations
of the world from Egypt to New
Zealand. Your team must explore
the countries of the world
following clues on a Samsung GPS
in addition to the challenges on
each team’s table! But this is more
than just a supersleuth trail as you
must earn points undertaking
surprise challenges from around
the world – from tower
construction in Italy to learning the
Haka in New Zealand. However,
you will also need photo evidence
of the challenges your teams
complete. Around the World in 90
minutes will really put your teams
through their paces as they come
together in this ultimate challenge,
providing memories that last long
past the day's end. And the best
part, it is a fully mobile event! This
is perfect for those wanting a fun
lunch or dinner with a twist…all
under one roof!

Duration: 2 hours ~ Guests: 12+



MAD HATTER MILLINERY EVENTS

Inspire your creative side and take a fabulous adventure into the world of fashion with our 'Mad
Hatter Millinery Events'. Alongside our award winning milliner, guests will delve into the world
of fashion and millinery couture, immersing themselves with different fabrics, colours and
designs as they learn techniques, insider hat etiquette and the very latest fashion and seasonal
trends.

A touch of magic will be added to your event with our wonderful vintage tea set with crystal jars
and table cloths to create a Mad Hatter’s Tea Party! No experience in sewing or design is
needed in order to take part in our Mad Hatter events as our Head Milliner and her Millinets
will provide group and personal tuition, ensuring your hat or fascinator at the end is of the
highest quality made with the finest ethically-sourced materials. Our Mad Hatter Tea Parties
are totally mobile. If required we can also add a team building element to the event.

Duration: Approx. 3 hours ~ Guests: 10 - 100



OUTDOOR
TEAM BUILDING
Team Tactics aim is to provide “something different” for all our outdoor team building events.
Planning a memorable outdoor event takes creativity and meticulous event management of
which we have over 20 years' experience, plus the professionalism to make sure the event is a
staggering success!

Our outdoor events range from exhilarating motor sports activities, hilarious treasure hunts
and our utterly absorbing Sand Drawing activity. Our activity co-ordinators and event
management team will ensure every aspect is a success: with preparation, outdoor events can
be enjoyed throughout the year, in all seasons.

Of particular note is our innovative and exciting range of treasure hunts. They offer maximum
flexibility and can be conveniently based for our clients, whether it’s run from their offices,
favourite restaurant, local pub or nearby hotel. We provide event management throughout the
treasure hunt, as well as equipment and prizes for the winning team.



SHOOTING ACTIVITIES

Our range of shooting activities are extremely
engaging, providing guests with friendly
competition and a day out with a difference.
Classic events such as clay pigeon shooting, air
rifle shooting and archery are available as well as
quirky options such as laser clay pigeon shooting
or (gulp) axe throwing. Expert tuition is provided
to ensure guests fully enjoy the event and guests
will use fully maintained, modern equipment to
ensure maximum safety levels. So why not put
your finger on the trigger and book now!

There’s a huge list of activities available for guests
to choose from to promote team building. Our
‘Spider Web’ activity is a hands-on event in which
team members are required to display trust and
reliance as well as good team work and effective
planning skills as the entire team has to pass
through a giant web without touching it or the
structure it hangs upon. Falconry and duck herding
are two highly popular and original events that
guests won’t soon forget, whilst our human table
football provides a great team finale for our guests
multi activity day.

TEAM BUILDING
ACTIVITIES



4x4 LAND ROVER
DRIVING

Serious driving. Serious fun! This is an
unforgettable event, suitable for staff
entertaining and as a corporate event and often
combined with our multi activity day events. As
well as taking on near impossible slopes and
conquering tricky courses, event guests
will also take part in our blindfold driving.
Communication is vital to success with blindfold
driving. 4x4 driving is often not suitable for
driving on site at hotels, however Kent, Surrey
and Warwickshire offer superb 4x4 courses.

Duration: 1 - 8 hours ~ Guests: 6 - 30

MOTOR SPORTS
We have several different modes of motorised
transport to choose from! Guests can choose to
drive old favourites such as quad bikes, off-road
dirt buggies, or the hovercraft. Alternatively
there’s several options allowing guests to try
something a bit different. Segway racing is
becoming increasingly popular and is an
incredibly fun activity as guests lean and turn
their way around our course. Or try motorised
mayhem at its most hilarious in our Powerturn
cars! Capable of spinning 360° on its own axis,
the Powerturns are one or two man, two-wheel
drive vehicles powered by twin engines and
steered by varying the throttle or brake on
either of the engines. Effective communication
is a must in order to steer this car!



MULTI ACTIVITY

Multi activity days are the ultimate staff away days and corporate event. We have venues
available across the UK and offer a huge list of motorised, water based, shooting and mentally
challenging activities available to choose from. Guests will have an impressive choice of
memorable activities to choose from such as quad biking, Segway racing, hovercrafts, clay
pigeon shooting, archery, human table football and many more! All our venues are carefully
chosen to provide quality facilities as well as for their natural beauty. Our multi-activity days
can cater for a varying number of participants, as teams can be rotated around the different
activities.

Each day we run is unique and specific to our client’s requirements, and client’s can pick their
days activities from our range of options: each venue has its own list of unique activities suited
for their grounds. Our venues have quality meeting and presentation facilities for clients,
allowing us to combine a multi activity day with a corporate presentation or evening dining.
During the day we can provide complimentary soft drinks for guests and can also hold a BBQ or
buffet lunch using locally sourced food. All our activities are supervised by trained instructors,
whilst the event is covered by our public liability insurance of up to £5 million.

Duration: 2 - 8  hours  ~ Guests: 10 - 1,000s



VIP SHOOTING
EXPERIENCE

Team Tactics are thrilled to offer an iconic day’s
shooting event at the Royal Berkshire Shooting
School and Well Barn Estate owned by multi-
millionaire Hugh Osmond, the founder of Punch
Tavern and Pizza Express. Just a short journey
from London by train this picturesque location
offers 2,000 acres of estate to explore and learn
what it takes to be a successful ambassador of
the sport. Not to mention expert tuition from
multi-World and European English sport shooter
clay-shooting champion George Digweed!

Duration: Full day ~ Guest: 16+

OCEAN TREASURE HUNT

Teams will enjoy superb views of the Solent during a hearty breakfast at the Lymington Yacht
Haven Marina and as they kit up for the sea in their oilskins and lifejackets and board their RIB.
We then head out into the Solent at 44 knots whilst each team plans its strategy for the
activities ahead as guided by their fully qualified professional skipper. The teams compete for
points, which are skewed heavily towards those who show both teamwork and creativity.
Guests won’t soon forget the sheer exhilaration and excitement of charging through the Solent
in our fleet of RIBs!

Duration: 3 - 7 hours ~ Guest: 7 - 56



LONDON
TEAM BUILDING

Our London team building events look to
capitalise upon the unique and memorable,
incorporating many of the sights and sounds
London has become renowned for. London
team building events range from the
exhilarating such as our 'Shaken not Stirred,
James Bond themed Thames Power Blast' to
classics such as our 'London Cab Clue Trail'.

There has never been a better time to take
part in a London team building event:
London was recently voted the event capital
of the world. Team Tactics are proud to
present our unique range of London events
available.



BRIGHTS LIGHTS OF
LONDON

Our most popular treasure hunt, 'Bright Lights of
London' is a unique way to experience our
nation’s great capital as you solve clues and
complete challenges around London’s iconic
landmarks. Setting out, each team will be issued
with the latest Samsung Galaxy Tab complete
with GPS app as they experience our most high-
tech and interactive treasure hunt yet!  This is
the perfect way to experience London from a
completely different angle as you interact with
the city and explore its hidden gems.

Duration: 2.5 - 3 hours ~ Guests: 20+

Duration: Approx 1.5 hours ~ Guests: 10+
GPS CAB CLUE TRAIL

Steeped in history and mystery, our capital city provides one of the best locations for our ‘Cab
Clue Trail’, which you will be able to capture on a digital camera given to each team. This event
is a great way to help your staff find new ways of working together more successfully and is
certainly different to the normal team building activity. Solve the riddles and find the clues
hidden across London in our taxi cab adventure that will put your detecting skills to the test. Of
course, each team will be given one big advantage – their own London cabby who will do all the
driving and take part as a member of the team!



HUNT FOR
THE APPRENTICE

Based on the popular TV series, this GPS treasure
hunt will test your team’s business acumen. Explore
the city with Samsung Tablets, visiting various
hotspots. Teams will be judged not only on the
successful completion of the treasure hunt, but also
on the ability to buy a series of items at the lowest
possible price using a cash budget. The team who
has spent the least amount of money will win. This
event is perfect for team building as everyone gets
the chance to get involved and also it's great fun!

THE PUB PIT-STOP 

Enjoy a well earned drink with your colleagues
with a series of fun challenges and questions
thrown into the mix along the way! With each
team equipped with their own Samsung Galaxy
tab they’ll navigate their way to a number of
local pubs, with the specifically developed GPS
Pub Challenge app offering a number of
challenges and questions on the way. This event
is perfect as a rewarding team event, with staff
enjoying the outdoors air mixed with a few
drinks and plenty of fun!  

Duration: 2 - 3 hours ~ Guests: 10 - 400

Live and Let Spy is a superb, challenging treasure
hunt that will intrigue you and your team with a fun
James Bond Spy-theme. Armed with latest hi-tech
equipment, you and your team must locate various
‘recce’ points to be assigned your spy tasks. The
objective of Live and Let Spy is to locate the ‘the
enemy agent’ which will require your team to
complete a series of challenging tasks such as
identifying secret locations, deciphering codes and
undertaking surveillance photography – an event
guaranteed to leave your guests shaken and stirred
in true James Bond fashion!

LIVE AND LET SPIE

Duration: 2.5 - 3 hours ~ Guests: 12+

Duration: 2.5 - 3 hours ~ Guests: 12+



COOK, EAT AND RUN

Cook, Eat and Run is the perfect combination of food and frantic fun as you engage in a quick-
fire cooking experience with one of Team Tactics’ elite chefs, paired with an exciting fast-paced
treasure hunt around London. Try out your culinary credentials as you prepare a gourmet
breakfast with a delightful desert and super food smoothies. Once the food’s settled, you and
your team will explore our nation’s capital in a wild GPS Treasure Hunt, visiting some of
London’s finest landmarks. Armed with Samsung Galaxy Tablets, the challenge is to navigate
around the GPS hotspots to crack clues, complete challenges and earn as many points as
possible. This event is ideal for team’s who want to strengthen bonds with their colleagues
while letting their hair down in one action-packed, fun-fuelled day!

Duration: Approx. 3 hours ~ Guests: 10 - 100



THAMES
POWER BLAST

“Sheer exhilaration”. Nothing comes close to
the excitement and immediacy of a RIB.
Running eight matched boats powered by
225HP engines at speeds of up to 50mph
through central London is simply an utterly
stunning ‘traffic stopping’ experience. We’ve
a range of options to ensure the ultimate
event experience in central London. All our
options include Team Tactics event
management.

The Thames Power Blast is a fantastic
corporate event, guaranteed to impress staff
and clients alike as they power down the
Thames, taking in the world famous sights of
London from an entirely new perspective.
The event lasts approximately 1-2 hours and
is therefore ideal to run either before or
after a meeting, presentation or product
launch. Alternatively, why not combine the
Thames Power Blast with our Cab Clue Trail
and lunch in the London Eye to make a ‘Land,
Sea and Air’ event in central London.
Alternatively if you want some truly James
Bond style, try our Shaken not Stirred event.

As our sleek RIB snakes its way along the
River Thames and through the very heart of
London, past many of the locations featured
in the famous books and films (MI5 and MI6),
our debonair skipper will open up the
engines and speed off at high speed towards
the O2 as it emulates the classic Bond film
The World Is Not Enough.

Duration:  1 - 6 hours ~ Guests: 8 - 144



LONDON
TURBOCHALLENGE

Nothing comes close to the sheer exhilaration
of a RIB blast on the Thames combined with the
fun and excitement of a climb up The O2. Cap it
all off by flying a simulated A380 Emirates
Airbus! We are delighted to present to you the
most fun you will have in Central London! By
combining all these activities Team Tactics has
delivered a thrilling action packed experience in
Central London that cannot be topped!

After a comprehensive safety briefing, our fully
qualified skippers will take you on a thrilling
journey through Central London in true James
Bond style in the most powerful, biggest and
imposing power boats on the River. Once the
RIBS are moored up at North Greenwich Pier,
we escort you to The O2 to continue this
participative and thrilling experience.

The O2 is one of the most iconic London
landmarks in our city. Following a safety
briefing, guests will be provided with individual
climb suit, boots, harness and latch. Together
with your climb guide who will be there every
step of the way, participants will head up onto
The O2 leading up to the viewing platform
located in the centre of The O2 roof. This offers
the most spectacular views and photo
opportunities over historic Greenwich, the
Olympic Park and Canary Wharf.

Finally, it’s time for you and your team to take
controls of the Airbus 380 simulator. Can you
fly a B777 under Tower Bridge? Barrel roll an
A380? You and your team will take on this
challenge with our specially trained simulator
instructors to guide and assist you. A totally
immersive experience, groups will be taught
how to fly one of these modern planes, choosing
your airport, weather conditions and departure
time. An all-round adventure day with thrills
and spills that will set your hearts racing.

Duration:  4+ hours ~ Guests: 12+



That’s a Knockout emulates the classic BBC
show using some of the actual equipment
from the show! A fantastically fun and
thrilling event, teams compete using colourful
inflatables, costumes, props, water (optional)
and plenty of bubbles! What is fantastic about
this event is all members of the team
participate, whether they’re in costume or, for
instance, trying to pull the rug from under
their competitors giant feet, making the
whole experience highly entertaining.
Suitable for guests of all ages and fitness
levels, That’s a Knockout is safely run by
professionals.

THAT'S A KNOCKOUT
Duration: 3 - 5 hours ~ Guests: 25 - 500


